The theory needed to carry out calculations on atom-molecule van der Waals complexes containing open-shell atoms is developed. The discussion concentrates on complexes containing atoms in P states. Several possible expansions of the total wave function are described, and the matrix elements needed to construct the Hamiltonian matrix are set out. Several different angular momentum coupling cases may arise, analogous to Hund's coupling cases in diatomic molecules. The bending energy levels of Ca-HCl, B-H,, F-Hz, Cl-Cl,, and F-N2 are calculated, using simple models of the interaction potentials.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been much recent interest in the spectroscopy of van der Waals complexes, which serve as prototype systems for understanding the dynamics of floppy molecules and provide detailed information about anisotropic intermolecular forces. One reason for studying van der Waals complexes is that they share many dynamical features with the transition states of chemical reactions, so that studying complexes can cast light on reaction dynamics.
In parallel with the work on van der Waals complexes, there have been major advances in experimental techniques for studying transition states. For some simple reactive systems, such as I+HI (Ref. 1) and F+Hz,2*3 it has become possible to observe the transition state directly. At the same time, it has become possible to carry out fully quanta1 theoretical studies on the dynamics of chemical reactions such as F+H2?
and to compare the calculated cross sections with detailed experimental results.6
These different areas of study come together in the spectroscopy of van der Waals complexes containing open-shell atoms. Such complexes can exist in either reactive or nonreactive systems, but in reactive systems they are generally of lower energy than the transition state. For example, in the I-H-I system the transition state has two equivalent I-H bonds, and lies at a high-energy saddle point on the potential energy surface, whereas the van der Waals complex I-HI contains one I-H bond with the second I atom at a distance more typical of intermolecular interactions. For any atommolecule interaction, unless reaction occurs without a potential barrier, there is a minimum on the potential energy surface that can support bound or quasibound van der Waals states.
The purpose of the present paper is to explore the nature of the bound states that may be observed for atom-molecule complexes containing open-shell atoms. As will be seen below, the atomic spin-orbit coupling plays an important role, which has not usually been taken into account in calculations on reactive systems. There are several different angular momentum coupling schemes that may be observed, depending *'Present address: Max-Planck-Institut fiir Quantenoptik, Hans Kopfermann Strasse 1, D-85748 Garching, Germany.
on the values of atomic and molecular constants and on the anisotropy of the interaction potential. The theory will be developed first in general terms, and will then be illustrated by applying it to the bending levels of several different openshell species. In a subsequent paper,7 we will describe full calculations on the complex Cl-HCl, for which it is hoped that experimental spectra will be accessible.
There are substantial similarities between the theory of the bound states of van der Waals complexes and the theory of molecular scattering. The coupled equations that arise in the two cases are identical, but the boundary conditions that must be applied when solving them are different. There has been a considerable amount of theoretical work on the scattering of open-shell atoms by rare gas atoms.8-15 Aquilanti ef al. 16-18 have used molecular beam scattering results to determine interaction potentials for F ('P) , Cl (2P), and 0 (3P) atoms interacting with rare gases. In addition, there has been a considerable amount of work on the spectroscopy of diatomic van der Waals complexes formed from rare gases and open-shell atoms such as Na,lgM2 ' Li, 22*23 Mg, Zn, and Cd, 24 Hg, 25 Ag, 26 B, 27 A1, [28] [29] [30] 3' and Si.32 In several cases, the spectra have been used to obtain potential curves in a Hund's case a or case c representation. A discussion of the transition between cases a and c has, been given by Gottscho et aL2' There has also been a considerable amount of experimental33 and theoretica134-3g work on the scattering of open-shell molecules by atoms and on the spectroscopy of complexes containing open-shell molecules. 40-4g There has also been great interest in the scattering of open-shell atoms from molecules. Rebentrost and Lester50-52 carried out early calculations of the interaction potential for F+H,, and performed coupled-channel calculations of nonreactive scattering. Launays3 developed the angular momentum algebra needed for the interaction of open-shell atoms with molecules in a body-fixed frame, and Flower and Launay54 applied it to fine-structure excitation of Cf in collisions with H,. More recently, Aquilanti et ~1.~'~~~ have carried out experiments on the scattering of F atoms by hydrogen halide molecules, though their analysis did not include the molecular rotational motion. Jouvet and Beswicks7 have explored the theory of fine-structure predissociation in complexes of open-shell atoms with molecules.
For simplicity, the theory developed here will be re-stricted to interactions involving linear molecules. The generalization to handle nonlinear molecules would be straightforward, though notationally intricate and computationally very demanding.
II. GENERAL THEORY
A. Coordinate system A complex formed from an atom and a linear molecule may be described in the usual Jacobi coordinate system used for atom-diatom complexes. The orientation of the molecular monomer is specified by a unit vector i: The intermolecular vector, from the center of mass of the molecule to the atom, is dtnoted R and has length R; the corresponding unit vector is R. The angle between R and i is 8. The monomer vibrational motions will not be considered explicitly in the present work, but can be included simply by introducing monomer vibrational coordinates and corresponding basis functions.
If intramolecular vibrations of the monomer are neglected, the coordinates R and 8 are sufficient to describe the geometry of the complex. However, it is also necessary to describe the overall rotational motion. The orientation of the intermolecular vector i with respect to space-fixed axes can be described by two Euler angles (spherical polar coordinates) PR and ayR. The orientation of the linear molecule can then be described either in a space-fixed frame, by its own space-fixed Euler angles /3, and cu,, or in a body-fixed frame, by angles B and4. In the latter description, the bodyfixed z axis lies along R, and the body-fixed x axis (which is needed to specify 4) is defined by rotating the space-fixed axes through the Euler angles ( aR , PR ,0) .
B. Notation for quantum numbers
For van der Waals complexes, it is necessary to distinguish between quantum numbers and spectroscopic parameters that refer to individual monomers and those that refer to the complex as a whole. The usual convention is to use lower-case letters for quantities that refer to the monomers, and upper-case letters for those that refer to the complex. Thus, in the present work, the total orbital and spin quantum numbers of the open-shell atom are denoted 1 and s, and their resultant is j, . Similarly, the projection of 1 onto the intermolecular axis is denoted A, and small Greek letters o and T are used to indicate states with X=0 and + 1, respectively. Capital Greek letters, 2, 17, etc., are reserved to indicate values of the vibronic quantum number K. The rotational angular momentum of the linear monomer is denoted j, and its rotational constant is b. The total angular momentum of the complex is denoted 1, and the corresponding rotational constant is B.
This notation causes some difficulties, because it conflicts with the usual use of 1 and s to refer to angular momenta associated with individual orbitals. Nevertheless, it is adopted here, though atomic states are still referred to using labels such as *PSj2, without insisting on a lower-case letter. 
Even when spin is present, the interaction potential does not involve it in a first approximation.
For an atom in a P state, there are more degrees of freedom. Even in a linear geometry (or for an atom-atom system) there are two Born-Oppenheimer potentials, which may be labeled u and T, corresponding to quantization of the atomic orbital angular momentum 1 along the intermolecular axis, with projections X=0 and + 1, respectively. For nonlinear geometries (point group C,), the 7~ state splits into two components. For an atom in a p' or p5 configuration, which has P, symmetry, the (+ state (actually a;') correlates with a state of A' symmetry and the T state splits to give states of A' and A" symmetry. Conversely, for a P state arising from a p* or p4 configuration, which has P, symmetry, the cr state (actually 6) correlates with a state of A" symmetry; the T state again splits into A ' and A' components. For nonlinear geometries, the (r and T components of the same symmetry are mixed, so that the X quantum number is not conserved. For most of the remaining discussion, we will use notation appropriate for the p* or p5 case. However, most of the results also apply to the p* or p4 case, with the A ' and A" labels transposed.
An ab initio calculation neglecting spin-orbit coupling thus produces three Born-Oppenheimer potential surfaces at each value of R and 8. However, in the long-range region, the separation between the Born-Oppenheimer surfaces is small, and effects due to breakdown of the BomOppenheimer approximation are important. Additional information about the electronic wave functions, beyond that contained in the Born-Oppenheimer potential surfaces, is necessary to carry out dynamical calculations. It is generally most convenient to use a diabatic rather than adiabatic representation of the potential, and this is the approach taken in the present work. Rebentrost and Leste?' have discussed how the results of an ab initio calculation may be transformed to give an approximate diabatic representation.
In order to investigate how the atomic states are mixed by the interaction, the dependence of the potential on the electron coordinates must be retained. Denoting the positions of the atomic electrons by a vector r, , the potential may be written V( R,e,+,r,). In this form, the potential includes electrostatic interactions between instantaneous multipoles of arbitrary order on the atom and the permanent moments of the molecule. However, at van der Waals distances the potential is relatively weak and the mixing of nondegenerate atomic orbitals may usually be neglected. Under these circumstances, we can integrate over the electronic distance coordinates ra, leaving just the electronic angles t9, and 4,. The potential is then V (R, 8,& 0, ,+,) . In this viewpoint, the intermolecular potential is exactly analogous to that for a diatom-diatom system.
There are two equivalent expansions that are commonly used in the diatom-diatom case.58 The body-fixed (or uncoupled) expansion is = c vA,A,,(R)CA,,(e,~)CAo-.(ea,~a), AAP (2) where CAP is a renormalized spherical harmonics9 and the sum over p includes both positive and negative values. For an atom in a P state, only terms with A, = 0 and 2 contribute diagonal matrix elements. The potential is actually a function of +-(6, rather than of 4 and 4, separately; this is reflected in the presence of the same p in the two spherical harmonics. 
may be noted that, for both representations, our definition of the angular factors differs from the one usually used in that we employ renormalized spherical harmonics CA, rather than normalized spherical harmonics YA,, . Our definition is consistent with previous work on van der Waals complexes containing both linear and nonlinear molecules, and has two principal advantages: (i) the isotropic average of the potential is just Vooo(R) or poo(R), without further scaling factors; (ii) extra factors of (47r)ln are avoided in the formulas for potential matrix elements. The space-fixed representation of the potential is at first sight less transparent than the body-fixed representation, because it does not explicitly contain the body-fixed angles that it is natural to use in describing the geometry of the complex. However, this conceptual difficulty is largely avoided by considering the orientation PR=O, in which R lies along the space-fixed Z axis. The space-fixed and body-fixed representations may be readily transformed into one another as described by Flower et al.'* for diatom-diatom systems. For our choice of normalization, the coefficients are related by VArAoAL2(R)=C (A,~Aa-~IAl*O)VA,A,,(R). CL It may be noted that, since V+kap(R) = Vk k -fi( R), the properties of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients g&e the result that VArAaA12(R) = 0 unless A,+ A,+ At2 is even.
To understand the significance of the different expansion terms, it is helpful to consider some special cases. For example, the potential between a closed-shell atom and a closed-shell molecule can be expanded as in Eq. (1) above, with expansion coefficients V,,(R) . These correspond simply to the terms V x,00(R) in the body-fixed expansion, or VAroXr(R) in the space-fixed expansion. For our choice of normalization, no scaling factors are required. Similarly, the potential for the interaction of an atom in a P state with a closed-shell atom may be expanded
x,=0,2 and the coefficients here correspond to body-fixed terms VOA,O(R) or space-fixed terms ~AaAa(R). The new feature of the present case is that there are also terms with both A,# 0 and A, # 0. Terms of this type also appear in diatomdiatom potentials. The most important such terms at long range arise from the electrostatic interaction between the atom and the molecule. As mentioned above, the r-,-dependent potential includes interactions between atomic and molecular multipoles of all orders. However, for an atom (or atomic ion) in a P state, only the atomic charge and quadrupole contribute potential matrix elements diagonal in 1. The quadrupole terms take a particularly simple form in the space-fixed representation: a multipole moment of order 2'r on the molecule gives rise to a single potential term VAr2'12(R) , where A , z = A,+ 2. As will be seen below, the electrostatic terms, and in particular the dipole-quadrupole term V123( R) and the quadrupole-quadrupole term V224( R), have important effects on the spectra. At shorter range, there are additional anisotropic terms, arising from induction, dispersion, and overlap effects, but these may usually be expected to be smaller than the electrostatic terms. The potential expansions described above are appropriate provided the atomic 1 quantum number is conserved. However, they cannot represent distortions of the atom that result from the mixing of atomic orbitals. Since atomic orbitals with different values of 1 have different radial wave functions, a description of the mixing between them requires the dependence of the potential on ra to be retained; any 1 mixing cannot be represented by an r,-independent potential such as Eq. (2).
It is desirable to make a connection between the potential expansions used here and the three Born-Oppenheimer (adiabatic) surfaces that would be obtained in an ab initio calculation. For the p' or p5 case, provided the atomic I quantum number is conserved in the complex, the three spinfree potentials VAtcll(R,6), VAtc2)(R,8) and V,,,(R,d) are just the eigenvalues of the potential of Eq. (2) in a basis set forming to a basis set Y,,, (Y,,-Y,-t)/fi and of atomic p orbitals, which may be written in terms of (Y, t + Y, _ t)/v% corresponding to pz , px , and py orbitals, spherical harmonics Yix( Oa , 4, -4) with I= 1. After transthe resulting 3X3 matrix is 
where
Once the vAop coefficients have been obtained as a function of angle, it is straightforward to project out the individual A, components using standard quadrature techniques. However, it is clearly not in general possible to obtain the four potential coefficients Voo , Vlo, Vzl, and V,, from the three adiabatic surfaces by themselves. For the special case of a linear geometry (or an atom-atom system), the Vzl and V,, terms disappear because the corresponding spherical harmonics are zero. The potentials for the CT and T states at the linear ge- 
However, for nonlinear geometries an additional quantity is needed before the inversion is possible. The most convenient quantity is probably the 'mixing angle" that describes the relative amounts of px and pz character in the two electronic wave functions of A ' symmetry. Rebentrost and Leste?' have shown how this may be calculated using matrix elements of the orbital angular momentum operator between the adiabatic wave functions. It is highly desirable for this quantity to be tabulated, along with the adiabatic potentials, when giving the results of ab initio calculations on open-shell atom-molecule systems.
D. Description of the atom
In the present work, the open-shell atom is described in the Russell-Saunders coupling scheme. The atomic terms arising from a given configuration are described by quantum numbers 1 and s, where 1 is the total orbital angular momentum and s is the total spin angular momentum. The atomic Hamiltonian is written Hat=Hel+Hso~ (11) where H,, is the electrostatic Hamiltonian and H,, is the spin-orbit coupling term. The electrostatic Hamiltonian can be written as a sum of an approximate central field Hamiltonian and a correction term that splits the degeneracy between states of different 1 and s arising from the same configuration. It is diagonal in either the uncoupled basis set Ilhsa) or the coupled basis set Ilsjnw), where j, is the resultant of 1 and s, and A, a, and w are the projections of 1, s, and j, .
If the spin-orbit coupling is small compared to the electrostatic interaction, the off-diagonal elements between different Russell-Saunders terms can be neglected and the spin-orbit interaction simplifies to
where 5 is an effective spin-orbit coupling constant. The atomic hamiltonian Hat is then diagonal in the coupled atomic basis set 1 lsj,w), with eigenvalues for a given atomic term
(13) Each term of the free atom is thus split into a group of levels, characterised by common values of 1 and s but distinguished by j, . The term E,,(ls) will be omitted in the following discussion, since we consider only one atomic term at a time.
In van der Waals complexes, it will sometimes be convenient to use the uncoupled basis set IIXSCT) instead of the coupled basis set IZsj,w). The spin-orbit operator has both diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements in the uncoupled basis, (ZASU~~~~~ZASU)=AU;
There are several contributions to the total spin-orbit coupling operator in a van der Waals complex. If the atomic spin-orbit coupling constant is modified at short range, it may be necessary to handle it as a function of the intermolecular coordinates R and 8. Alternatively, there may be contributions arising from excited states of the closed-shell mol-ecule or from charge transfer, which would have different matrix elements. However, at long range the atomic contribution may be expected to dominate.
III. WAVE FUNCTION EXPANSIONS AND COUPLING CASES
The Hamiltonian for a general atom-molecule system, in which the atom and/or the molecule may be open-shell, can be written Hz-t 2; R-' -$ .+gf +Hat+H,o~+ Vinter, (1% where /.,L is the collision reduced mass, i2 is the operator for the end-over-end rotation of the complex, H,, is the Hamiltonian of the molecular monomer, and Viner is the intermolecular potential. If the molecular monomer is a linear rigid rotor in a 'Z state, its rotational Hamiltonian is simply H mol=6j2, with eigenvalues E(j) = bj(j + I), where b is the monomer rotational constant. The eigenfunctions of Hmol are then spherical harmonics Yjk( O,+) or Y&p,, cu,), where k and m are the projections of j onto the intermolecular axis and the space-fixed 2 axis, respectively. From this point on, we shall restrict the discussion to complexes in which the molecular monomer is a closed-shell linear molecule. The total wave function of the complex (neglecting vibrations of the monomer) may be written
where a is a label identifying a particular state of the complex. The functions 'PsM are a complete set of basis functions in the angular variables, and ,B represents an appropriate set of angular quantum numbers. We will give several possible expansions of the total angular wave function. Any of them may be substituted into the total Schrijdinger equation to obtain a set of coupled equations, which may then be solved either by direct numerical propagation60*6' or using a basis set expansion for the R coordinate. For exact calculations, it makes no difference which angular expansion is used, provided it is complete. However, when trying to understand the pattern of energy levels, it is usually helpful to use an expansion in which the Hamiltonian is near-diagonal, since the quantum numbers in the expansion are then physically meaningful. In this section, we will investigate various possible expansions (coupling cases) and consider the circumstances under which they are appropriate.
If nuclear spin is neglected, there are four sources of angular momentum in van der Waals complexes containing open-shell atoms: the atomic orbital angular momentum 1, the atomic spin angular momentum s, the monomer rotational angular momentum j, and the end-over-end angular momentum of the complex L. The only rigorously good quantum numbers for the complex are the total angular momentum J and the total parity p'. However, the wave functions may be approximately described by additional quantum numbers that a.re approximately conserved, and it is useful to establish the circumstances under which different sets of quantum numbers are appropriate. With four sources of internal angular momentum, there are numerous different coupling schemes that are in principle possible, and it is not feasible to enumerate them all. This section will therefore concentrate on a few of the more likely coupling cases, which are shown in Fig. 1 .
An initial distinction can be made on the basis of the atomic spin-orbit coupling constant. For heavier atoms, such as Cl, the splitting between the different spin-orbit states of the same 1 and s is large compared to the anisotropy of the interaction potential. Under these circumstances, 1 will remain coupled to s with a resultant j, , and the atomic j, quantum number will be nearly conserved in the complex. Coupling cases based on this arrangement will be designated case 1 in the following discussion. Conversely, if the spinorbit coupling constant is small compared to the potential anisotropy, the strongest interaction will be between 1 and the molecular rotational quantum numberj, and the coupling to s will be relatively unimportant. However, although the potential causes 1 and j to interact, they do not become coupled in the sense of developing a well-defined resultant. For this reason, it is more convenient to handle the wave functions in a decoupled basis set, in which 1 is projected onto the intermolecular axis with projection X. Coupling schemes based on this arrangement will be designated case 2. The various coupling cases will be given subsidiary letters, based where possible on analogies with Hund's coupling cases for diatomic molecules.
A. Case 1: I coupled to s
The case 1 arrangement, with 1 coupled to s to give a resultant j, , has the major advantage that the atomic Hamiltonian has only diagonal matrix elements.
Expansion IS: space-fixed coupling of all angular momenta
In molecular scattering theory, exact close-coupling calculations are usually carried out in a basis set with all angular momenta coupled together in a space-fixed representation. Case 1s (where S indicates space-fixed) is the realization of this for open-shell atomfmolecule systems. The case 1s basis set is formed by coupling I and s to give j, , then coupling j, with the monomer j to give a resultant j,, , and finally coupling j t2 with L to give the total angular momentum J. Case 1 S will seldom be a good representation of the energy levels, except perhaps for complexes formed between Ha and atoms with j,= 0 or f; any substantial potential anisotropy will couple states of different j,, and L, and tend to produce a changeover to a body-fixed coupling scheme. However, case 1s does provide one of the simplest representations for carrying out exact bound-state calculations.
The case 1s basis set can be quite large. For given values of 1 and s, j, can take values from [l-s/ to Z+s. The number of monomer j levels that must be included depends on the monomer rotational constant and on the potential anisotropy; it may be as large as 30 for heavy diatoms such as Cl*. For each j and j, , jt, can take values from 1 j-j,l to j+j,.Finally,Lcantakeanyvaluefrom]J-jral toJ+j,,. For example, a calculation for a 2P atom interacting with a heteronuclear diatomic molecule, including all channels up to j = 8, produces a basis set with 266 functions for J = $.
The atomic Hamiltonian H,, and the monomer Hamiltonian H,, are both diagonal in the case 1s basis set, with eigenvalues as given above. The end-over-end rotational angular momentum operator L2 is also diagonal, with eigenvalues L( L + 1). The only off-diagonal terms in the coupled equations come from the matrix elements of the interaction potential. These are most easily calculated using the spacefixed representation of the potential, and are (kidi&Ji~~ ,X,X,Z11Sj~'rj;2L'J)=(-1) ja+j'+j12-J-S(21+ 1)[(2Xrz+ 1)(2j,+ 1)(2jL+ 1)(2j+ 1)(2j'+ 1) X(2j12+ 1)(2ji,+ 1)(2Lf 1)(2L'+ 1)11'2 x(; "d 9) (; where (:::), {:::}, and {i i i} are Wigner 3 -j, 6-j, and 9 -j symbols, respectively.59 The potential term VXrxaA12(R) thus has matrix elements that are off-diagonal in j, by up to X, , and off-diagonal in j by up to X, . In addition, the potential has matrix elements off-diagonal in j, and L, since channels that differ only in j,, and/or L are usually nearly degenerate, substantial mixing of these quantum numbers is expected. The coupled equations are of course diagonal in the total angular momentum J and the total parity. The space-fixed basis functions have parity (-l)"j+L, so that the coupled equations for each J factorize naturally into two sets of different parity. In the j,,= 8, J= z example above, it is actually necessary to solve two independent sets of 133 coupled equations.
Other space-fixed representations may be devised, but they do not give simpler sets of coupled equations, and so do not appear to have any obvious advantages. 
I 2. Expansion IC: /,* projected onto k There are many possible coupling cases in which one or more of the angular momenta is projected onto the intermolecular axis. Perhaps the simplest of these is case 1 C. In the present work, the designation C is used to indicate a coupling case in which two constituent angular momenta remain coupled, by analogy with the behavior of 1 and s in Hund's case c. In case I C, j, and j are coupled in the same way as in case 1 S to give a resultant j, 2. However, instead of couplmg jt2 with L to corm J, j,, is taken to project onto the intermolecular axis R with projection P. The individual projections of j, and j onto R are not well-defined in this coupling scheme. The basis functions are This result is closely related to that obtained by Launay.53 Again, the interaction potential is not diagonal in jr*. Since basis functions with the same j, and j but different jr, are generally split only by potential terms, it is seldom possible to handle the potential by perturbation theory in a case 1 C basis set; it is nearly always necessary to diagonalize a Hamiltonian matrix, even when the anisotropy is weak. The price that is paid for a block-diagonal potential matrix is that the operator i* is no longer diagonal. The operator i2 may be written loosely as (j-5,,)", and has nonzero matrix elements 
If all allowed values of P are included, the case 1 C basis set is the same size as the case 1 S basis set, and the two expansions give identical results. However, if the potential anisotropy is large compared to the rotational constant of the complex, which will often be the case, the effect of the matrix elements off-diagonal in P will be fairly small. In spectroscopic terms, the quantum number P will be nearly conserved. Under these circumstances, considerable savings in computer time may be achieved by solving the coupled equations separately for each value of P. This is the helicity decoupling approximation for open-shell atom+molecule systems. For the j,,,== 8, J= 5 example above, the largest set of helicity decoupled equations is that for P= $, with 49 channels.
The helicity decoupling approximation is often adequate for the bending energy levels, but is a more drastic approximation for the rotational energy levels. In particular, it suppresses any parity doubling (P-type doubling) in the complex. However, even when the helicity decoupling approximation is inadequate, it may be possible to obtain useful results by including a subset of the allowed P values. This is particularly advantageous for high values of J. (19) 3. Expansion 1A: jdl and j projected onto k An alternative body-fixed approach is to use a decoupled basis set, in which j, and j project independently onto the intermolecular axis, with projections w and k, instead of coupling to form a resultant j t2. This may be referred to as case 1A ; the designation A will be used in the present work to indicate a coupling case in which two angular momenta are decoupled and projected individually along the intermolecular axis, by analogy with the behavior of 1 and s in Hund's case a. The case 1A basis functions are where P = k + o is again the projection J onto the intermolecular axis. This is the case considered by Jouvet and Beswick.57 The atomic and monomer Hamiltonians are still diagonal in this basis set. The potential matrix elements are most easily calculated using the body-fixed potential expansion, and are (Isj,w;jk;JMICx,(8,~)Cx,-,(B,,~,)(lsj~o ':j'k';JM) = GPPf(jklC,r,(e,~>lj'k') X(lsj,olCx~-,(~,,~,)l~~j~o'), 
The interaction potential is once again diagonal in P, but has matrix elements off-diagonal in w and k individually. As will be seen below, there are some low-lying states of van der Waals complexes for which only one value of w is energetically accessible, and under these circumstances w and k can be nearly good quantum numbers. For higher states, however, strong mixing is observed. The i2 operator may be written (j-&-j)", and has nonzero matrix elements in the case 1A basis set 
The important feature that cases 1A and 1 C have in common is that the bending levels are characterized by the atomic angular momentum j, and a total projection quantum number P. For each bending level, there will be a ladder of rotational levels with J> P. For states with P # 0, each level will be split into two components of even and odd parity. The difference between cases 1A and 1 C lies in whether j, and j form a resultant j,, or project independently onto the intermolecular axis; in practice, neither of these is likely to be a good approximation. coupling operator has both diagonal and off-diagonal terms in X and a; as given by E$. (_14) above. The rotational operator c' can be written (J-l-i-j)*, and has matrix elements off-diagonal in all the projection quantum numbers.
Case 2A is appropriate if the atomic spin-orbit coupling is weak compared to the potential anisotropyput strong compared to the spin-recoupling operator 2B J-s. However, the matrix elements of the spin-recoupling operator increase as J increases. If they are large enough, they may cause a changeover to case 2B, which is analogous to Hund's case b. In case 2 B, there is a spin-free rotational quantum number N, which couples with s to give the total angular momentum J. The projection of N onto the R axis is K. For each "vibrational" level of the complex characterized by a projection quantum number K, there will be a ladder of rotational levels with N3 K. Each N level will then be split into components of different J by the atomic spin-orbit coupling.
A variant of case 2B coupling may be observed if there is a nuclear spin I that is coupled to s more strongly than s is coupled to N. Under these circumstances, I and s will couple to form a resultant G, which will then couple to N to form the total angular momentum F.
IV. BENDING ENERGY LEVELS
B. Case 2: I and s uncoupled A rather different situation arises when the atomic spinorbit coupling is weak compared to the potential anisotropy. Under these circumstances, the anisotropy will cause the atomic s to become decoupled from 1. As described above, it is simplest to handle this in a decoupled basis set, in which 1 and j are projected onto the intermolecular axis.
Case 2A. The simplest example of case 2 is case 2A, in which Z, j, and s are all projected onto the intermolecular axis, with projections X, k, and U. It is convenient to define a spin-free projection quantum number K = X + k. This is analogous to Hund's case a, with K here playing the role of X in a diatomic molecule. The matrix elements of the bodyfixed potential coefficients are particularly simple in the case 2A basis set, Solving the full coupled equations is computationally feasible, but the resulting pattern of energy levels is very complicated. In a subsequent paper,7 we will describe the results of full close-coupling calculations on the van der Waals complex Cl-HCl. In the present paper, in order to gain some physical insight, we will restrict ourselves to considering the bending energy levels for some example cases, neglecting the overall rotational motion and the van der Waals stretch. To achieve this, we consider the Hamiltonian H bend= Hat+ @ + vljend,
where vknd= V( 8,+, 8,) 4,) is an effective bending potential, which may be expanded V( Q,d% ea ,A> = c Vk+J12%rkaX,2 * As discussed above, for neutral atoms in P states the largest anisotropic contribution to V&d at long range comes from the electrostatic interaction between the atomic quadrupole and the molecular multipoles. For an atom in a pt or p5 configuration, the atomic quadrupole is simply +eri (negative for p1 , positive for p'). After averaging over the radial motion of the atomic electrons, the electrostatic potential is x(~xIc,II-,(~,,~,)lzx'),
where (jklCx,p( e,qS)(j'k') is as in Eq. (23) and V bcnd=+e (IXIC~a-,(BO'~n)lzX') ) (:, ; ;). CW
The potential is thus diagonal in K=X+ k, but off-diagonal in X and k individually. In addition, the atomic spin-orbit where CL,,, and 0, are the molecular dipole and quadrupole. The quantity (rz) is the mean square radius for the electron(s) in the incomplete atomic shell, and has been tabulated for the ground states of a number of common atoms by Chang!* It should be noted that the atomic quadrupole is sometimes defined as the expectation value of the operator -eriC2c( 19,) 4,); taken over a pz orbital, this quantity is -$e( ri) rather than -e( r$ itself. It is sometimes convenient to carry out calculations using the body-fixed expansion of the potential. It is therefore useful to tabulate the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients needed to evaluate the body-fixed coefficients from the dipolequadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole coefficients of Eq. (29). They are a negative quadrupole moment, as in Ca 'P; for a positive quadrupole moment, the energy scale would be inverted. Figures 2(c), 2(d), and 2(e) show the curves for Ca-HX complexes using the parameters described above, though the actual energy scalings are uncertain by at least a factor of 2 because of uncertainties in the intermolecular distance and the Ca atomic quadrupole moment. A. The spin-free case: 'P atoms
We consider first the case of an atom in a 'P state interacting with a molecule. Important systems of this type include the complexes Ca-HCl and Ca-HBr, which have been studied experimentally by Soep et ~1.~~ The experiments involve exciting the complex in the vicinity of the 'P+--'S and ID+--'S transitions of the Ca atom. The excited complexes react to form CaCl or CaBr.
In each case, the fixed-R Hamiltonian matrix was constructed using expansion 1A as described above (equivalent to expansion 2A or 2B in the absence of spin), as a function of the strength of the potential anisotropy. All diatom levels up to j = 15 were included in the basis set. The matrix was then diagonalized to give eigenvalues labeled by the value of K= A + k. The correlation diagrams are shown in Figs. 3-5 , in reduced units of the monomer rotational constant b. The center of each panel shows the free-rotor energy levels for the monomer, with E = bj(j + 1) , while the sides of the panels show the levels split and shifted by the anisotropy. The left-hand side shows the levels for a negative atomic quadrupole and positive molecular dipole and/or quadrupole, as in the Ca-HX complexes.
We will consider three cases. (a) A molecule with only a dipole moment; (b) a molecule with only a quadrupole moment; (c) a molecule with both dipole and quadrupole moments. At a distance R, the ratio of the quadrupolequadrupole and dipole-quadrupole potential terms is
The correlation diagram for a dipole-quadrupole potential, shown in Fig. 3 , is symmetric about the center. For small anisotropies, the easiest way to count the number of levels correlating with a given value of j is to consider a j t 2 quantum number (even though j t 2 itself is poorly conserved). For j = 0, j, 2 = 1, so there are two components, with K = 0 and +l.Forj>O,j,,cantakevaluesj-l,jandj+l,andeach of these is split into j t 2 + 1 components labeled by values of 1 KI . In general, for j> 1 there are 3 j + 3 components, though only those with IKI s3 are shown in Fig. 3 . For larger anisotropies, the levels separate into three distinct groups, which have quite different gradients as a function of anisot-(31) ropy. Class 1 levels decrease fast in energy with increasing anisotropy, class 2 levels stay fairly constant, and class 3 levels increase fast in energy. The equilibrium intermolecular distances in the Ca-HX van der Waals complexes are not accurately known, and in any case may be quite different in the ground and electronically excited states. However, for plausible choices of R = 3.7, 4.2, and 4.5 A for X=F, Cl, and Br, obtained by rough analogy with the corresponding Ar-HX complexes, the ratios are 0.76, 1.75, and 2.38. The mean square radius of the 4p orbital in the 'P state of Ca has not been calculated to our knowledge, but Sundholm and Olsen@ have given a value of 25~; from correlated calculations on the nearby *D state. In the calculations below, we use an estimate of (rz) = 20~: for the 'P state.
Before discussing the correlation diagrams for the vibronic levels, it is useful to consider the bending potential curves obtained from Eq. (7). These are shown in Fig. 2 ; the diagonal elements of the 3X3 matrix are shown as broken lines, and the eigenvalues of the matrix (adiabats) as solid lines. Since the p,, basis function is the only one of A" symmetry, the central adiabat is identical to the diagonal element for the pY basis function in each case. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the curves for pure dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole potentials, in dimensionless units that need to be multiplied by e(rz)pCLmlR4 or e(r$@,lR5 to obtain real energies. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are for the case of The theory needed for the large-anisotropy levels in the present case is an extension of that used for the bending levels of a linear triatomic molecule in a 7r electronic state, split and shifted by the Renner-Teller effect.65-67 The difference in the van der Waals case is that there is also a nearby u (p,) state, which is coupled to the px component of the rr state by potential matrix elements that are comparable in magnitude to the splitting between them. Although the pz state lies below the px state for 0=0, the ordering is reversed beyond 0=90" as seen in Fig. 2(a) . The vibronic states for K = 0 may be classified as either ZCf or 2-, specifying their symmetry under reflection in a plane containing the nuclei. As in the Renner-Teller case,65 the positions of the 2-levels are determined solely by the A" adiabat, while the C+ levels are affected by both A ' adiabats. As K increases, the identification of the levels with a particular adiabat becomes less well defined.
The case of a pure dipole-quadrupole potential is unusual, because there are no potential terms with ,u=2, so that the diagonal matrix elements for the px and p,, states are superimposed in Fig. 2(a) . Nevertheless, the three adiabatic potentials are all distinct. The class 1 states for K = 0 are of xc+ symmetry, and are localized on the lowest curve, which (for a negative atomic quadrupole and positive molecular dipole moment) has its minimum at B=O, corresponding to a linear Ca-H-Cl geometry. This curve correlates with an electronic o state at 8=0, so the bending levels are simply those of a normal linear molecule and K may be identified with the vibrational angular momentum k; the ground bending state ( ub = 0) has K = 0, and higher bending states have components with K running from 0 or 1 to ub in steps of 2, This behavior changes for larger bending energies, once states with X+0 are energetically accessible. In this region [corresponding to energies above about -50b at the edge of Fig. 3(d) ] there are two bending curves that are important. The equilibrium geometry for A" symmetry is again linear, but with f?= 180", corresponding to a linear Ca-Cl-H geometry. However, these energies lie above the barrier to free internal rotation on the A ' adiabat. There are thus two types of state in this energy region. The class 1 states (Z+ for K = 0, and predominantly moving on the lower A ' curve) now occur in closely-spaced groups containing one component of each of K=O, 1, 2, etc. The spacing between the components of each group decreases as the energy increases. The spacings between the groups suggests that these are basically monomer free-rotor levels, and (if avoided crossings are ignored) each group appears to correlate reasonably directly with an identifiable free-rotor state. However, the wave functions show that the situation is not quite that simple, and that there is significant mixing between X=0 and 1 functions of different j. Thus, although the low-resolution energy level pattern is fairly simple, it appears that none of the quantum numbers j, k, and X is even approximately con- served for these states. This is not surprising, since there are potential matrix elements off-diagonal in all these quantum numbers.
The class 2 states are of Z-symmetry for K = 0, and correspond principally to motion on the A" surface. In the region below the onset of class 3 states, the class 2 states also show a simple vibrational structure. The lowest class 2 state is at E= -42b at the edge of Fig. 3 , and is a K= 1 state. Above this, there is again a progression of bending states; the first excited state has K = 0, the second has K = 1, the third is split into components with K = 0 and 2, and so on. Figure 4 shows the analogous correlation diagram for a molecule without a dipole moment interacting with a 'P atom via a quadrupole-quadrupole potential. The left-hand side of the diagrams corresponds to atomic and molecular quadrupoles of different sign, so that the c state is lower than the rr state for the linear geometry. This side of the correlation diagram is thus similar to that for a dipole-quadrupole potential, except that the small-angle bending states at the bottom of the diagram are doubled, because the two different linear geometries are equivalent. The class 2 (predominantly A") states now show a simpler level structure for large anisotropies, since the A" bending curve has a minimum at 8=90"; the class 2 levels correspond approximately to a complex locked into a T-shaped geometry, with rotational energy bK2 due to rotation about the intermolecular axis.
The right-hand side of the diagrams in Fig. 4 corresponds to atomic and molecular quadrupoles of the same Correlation diagrams for bending vibronic levels of atom-molecule complexes containing atoms in 'P states, for a dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole potentials in the ratio appropriate for Ca-HCI, Vzz4/V lz3= 1 75. Energies are in units of the diatom rotational constant b. The first three panels show the . levels for 1 KI = 0, 1, and 2, respectively. The fourth panel shows the levels for IKI from 0 to 3 superimposed; solid lines for K= 0, dashed lines for K = -C 1, dotted lines for K = rt 2, and dot-dash lines for K= t 3. Levels for 1 KI > 3 are not shown.
sign, so that the rr state lies below the (+ state at the linear geometry. The diagram showing the potential curves is inverted (top to bottom) compared to that shown in Fig. 2(b) . The situation for the lowest levels is then more complicated, because the rr (p, ,p,) diabatic curve for 6=0 has the same energy as the p,-curve for 8=90". The lower A' adiabat is thus only very weakly anisotropic. The K = 0 bending states may still be classified as either Xc+ or Z-, corresponding to motion on the A ' or A" surface, respectively. For K>O the separation is only approximate, but is nevertheless useful in describing the levels. Figure 5 shows correlation diagrams for a complex formed from a molecule with both dipole and quadrupole moments, in the ratio V224/Vi23 = 1.75 that is probably appropriate for Ca-HCl. The estimates R = 4.2 A and ($)=20a$ give V224w-3200 cm-'a-3106, which is at the left-hand edge of Fig. 5 . The lower levels may be seen to be fairly similar to the purely quadrupolar case, but without the hmnelling doubling. The energy level pattern is qualitatively consistent with the spectra of Soep et al.,63 which showed two distinct domains in the spectrum which they attributed to V-CT and u-T(A ' ,A") transitions. The lowerenergy region of their spectra corresponds to the class 1 levels; these are excited with relatively little bending excitation, because the lower A ' adiabat has a linear equilibrium geometry, which is the same as the electronic ground state, Ca( 'S) -HCl. The higher-energy region of the spectra corresponds to class 2 levels, and shows an extended bending progression. Soep et al. have interpreted the spectra in this region in terms of a bending potentia1 with a T-shaped equilibrium geometry and a 610 cm-' barrier to linearity. This agrees qualitatively with the form of the A" adiabat in Fig.  2(d) . However, the spacing between the low-energy ends of the two domains was observed to be only about 600 cm-' or 60b, which is considerably smaller than the splitting between the class 1 and class 2 levels for V224 = -3 1 Ob in Fig. 5 . The discrepancy may be due to the uncertainties in the intermolecular distance and atomic quadrupole moment referred to above, but more likely arises from additional contributions to the potential surface that are not considered in our model. A more detailed analysis will require spectra at a higher resolution than are yet available.
B. The s= i case: 2P atoms
We will consider several examples of a 'P atom interacting with a linear molecule.
G-4 Complexes such as B-H, or Al-H,, where the spinorbit interaction is weak compared to the potential anisotropy. ('4 Complexes such as F-Hz or Cl-H,, where the potential anisotropy is weak compared to both the atomic spin-orbit splitting and the monomer rotational spacing.
(4 Complexes such as Cl-C&, where the potential anisotropy is large enough that the molecule undergoes lowamplitude bending vibrations, but the bending frequency is small compared to the spin-orbit splittings.
(4 Complexes such as F-N,, where the bending frequency is comparable to the spin-orbit splitting.
The interaction potentials for these systems were calculated using only the quadrupole-quadrupole term, with the atomic and molecular quadrupoles and intermolecular distances given in Table I . This is clearly a drastic approximation; in particular, it negIects the anisotropy of the repulsive wall, which would tend to favor T-shaped geometries over linear ones. The calculations in this section are thus designed to illustrate the different energy level patterns that may arise, and should not be taken as providing quantitative predictions for the systems concerned.
For each system, the Hamiltonian matrix was constructed in the case 1A basis set, at fixed R, and diagonalized to give the bending levels.
Anisotropy weak compared to monomer rotational constant
If the matrix elements of the potential between different monomer rotational states are small compared to the spacing between them, the monomer rotational quantum number j is nearly conserved in the complex. In this limit, the energy levels of the complex may be calculated in a basis set containing only a single monomerj, and the splittings are independent of the monomer rotational constant. Complexes containing H, will often be close to this regime, but it may also be found for heavier monomers, especially for states correlating with high monomer rotational levels.
The energy level patterns calculated for j = 1 and j = 2 states, with and without including a small spin-orbit splitting, are shown as a function of a V224 anisotropy in Fig. 6 . The energy levels in the absence of the spin-orbit interaction are characterized by a K quantum number, exactly as in the spin-free case. For the special case of j = 1 there are actually three states that are unshifted by the anisotropy, two with K = 0 and one with K = + 1. When the spin-orbit interaction is included, each state with K f-0 splits into two components with P = K + 3. For large anisotropies ( V224+ 6)) the pattern of P states echoes the pattern of K states; under these circumstances, the K quantum number is nearly conserved even in the presence of spin. For small anisotropies, however, the spin-orbit coupling causes a complete change in the energy level pattern, and it is appropriate to describe the energy levels with quantum numbers j, and P. a. B-H, and Al-Hz: Atoms such as B and Al have *P t12 ground states and relatively small spin-orbit splittings (15.25 cm-' for B, 112 cm-' for Al). At plausible intermolecular distances for H2 complexes, as given in Table I , the electrostatic potentials may be estimated to be V224=470 and 800 cm-', respectively, corresponding to V224/ e-50 and V224/bm8 for B-H, and V224/.$e 10 and V224/b= 14 for Al-H,. As will be seen below, these values of V224/b are small enough for the monomer j quantum number to be reasonably well conserved. The value of V224/& for B-H, is large enough that it will be close to the high-anisotropy limit in this respect, and the complex (if it exists for long enough to be observed) will have energy levels characterized by a K quantum number, with small spin-orbit splittings. AI-H*, on the other hand, is an intermediate case, where neither j, nor K is nearly conserved. The rotational constants of these complexes may be estimated to be around 0.8 cm-', which is small compared to the separation between states of different K (or P), so that for low J it is likely that the energy levels will be best described in the case 2A coupling scheme (for B-H,) or in a scheme intermediate between cases 1A and 2A (for Al-Hz).
Another class of complexes that may exist in this regime are those formed from alkali metal atoms in *P excited states. The excited p orbitals of alkali atoms have very large radii, and correspondingly large quadrupole moments. For example, the value of (rz) for Li (2~ *P) has been esti- In all the remaining systems described here, the atomic spin-orbit coupling is large compared to the potential anisotropy, so that the atomic j, quantum number is nearly conserved in the complex. For a complex such as F-H2 (which can of course react exoergically to form H + HF), the potential anisotropy in the van der Waals region may be estimated to be V224m 160 cm-'. This corresponds to P4/ &--0.60 and V224/b=2.72. The mixing between states of different j is thus small, and the levels are well described by quantum numbers j, , j, and P. The resulting energy levels are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 7 .
Halogen atoms have negative spin-orbit coupling constants and =P3/= g round states. The splitting diagrams for these circumstances are exactly as in Fig. 6 , but with the diagram (but not the axes) rotated about its center through 180". The pattern seen for F-H, in Fig. 7 is similar to that for the j,= $ state just to the left of the center of Fig. 6 , but upside-down.
It is useful to consider bending potentials for F-H, analogous to those for Ca-HCl in Fig. 2 . In the presence of a large spin-orbit coupling, it is appropriate to consider the matrix elements in a basis set labeled by atomic quantum numbers j, and w rather than 1 and X. The resulting diagonal matrix elements and adiabats, including spin-orbit coupling, are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 7 . It may be seen that the ja= 5, w=! curve is lowest at the linear geometry, while the j,= $, o=f curve is lowest at 8=90". One important point that is immediately apparent from the potential curves is that the anisotropy is much larger for j, = f than for j, = 4; indeed, for the quadrupole-quadrupole potential used here, the diagonal matrix element is independent of 19 for j, = f; the anisotropy of the j, = i adiabat arises entirely from mixing with the far-away j,= $, w= f curve. The flatness of the j, = $ curve arises because the expectation value of the atomic quadrupole is zero for an atom in any state with j,< 1. The consequence of this is that, for j>O, much larger splittings are observed for states involving =p3/2 atoms than for those involving 'P,,, atoms. If j, is conserved, there is no quadrupole splitting for complexes formed from 'PI,, atoms. In reality, there is some mixing of states of different j, by the anisotropy, and there are also X, = 0 terms in the potential that can cause splittings, but it is nevertheless true that much smaller splittings are expected for 2P1,2 states than for 2P312 states. This conclusion will apply to all complexes containing 'P atoms in which the spin-orbit coupling is large compared to the potential anisouoPY.
The F-H, system is particularly topical because of recent measurements and theoretical simulations of the photoelectron spectrum of FH; .3 The photoelectron spectra probe the energy levels of FH, near the transition state, at an F-H, separation of about 2.0 A. At this distance, the splittings due to the quadrupole-quadrupole potential may be expected to be about an order of magnitude larger than those shown in Fig. 7 , and may well be observable in the photoelectron spectrum. It is certainly highly desirable to take account of quadrupolar effects and atomic spin-orbit effects in attempting to simulate reactive scattering resonances in such systems.
2. Anisotropy strong compared to monomer rotational constant Quite different energy level patterns arise if the anisotropy is large compared to the spacing between the monomer rotational levels. The lower bending states then become localized around the equilibrium geometry, and the bending levels are best described as low-amplitude vibrational motions. As for the 'P case, different energy level patterns occur, depending on whether the monomer has a dipole moment and on the relative signs of the atomic and molecular quadrupole moments. We will concentrate here on the situation where the atomic spin-orbit splitting is large compared to the off-diagonal potential matrix elements, so that j, is nearly conserved in the complex.
The correlation diagrams for complexes formed from 2p3/2 and =h2 atoms are shown in Fig. 8 , for both dipolequadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole potentials. As expected, the splittings for 'P, ,= states are small, because there are no matrix elements of the dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole potentials between j, = 3 states; the only splittings are due to matrix elements between j,= $ and i states. In reality, there will be additional P-dependent shifts due to potential terms with X,=0; these will be much smaller than the quadrupole terms, but will probably dominate the energy level patterns for 2P1,2 states.
Another important feature is that complexes formed from atoms in 'PSI2 states are much more strongly bound than those formed from atoms in *PII states. This too arises from the presence of electrostatic terms for 2P3,2 states that are largely averaged out for *PIi states. It would be very interesting to observed infrared spectra of halogen complexes correlating with the 2P112+-2P3,2 transition of the halogen atom; such spectra will generally occur at substantially higher frequency than the transition in the free atom.
The splittings for *P,,, states are very complicated, and the diagrams contain so much information that it is difficult to assimilate it all at once. We will therefore consider two examples, one for each sign of the quadrupole-quadrupole term, 3. c/-c/* Cl, is a heavy molecule with a small rotational constant (b = 0.243 cm-'). Its rotational levels are thus strongly mixed in the complex. Since both the Cl atom and the Cl2 molecule have positive quadrupole moments, the lowest-energy state at the linear geometry has j, = i and w= z at the same value of R, the minimum in the w=f curve lies about 50 cm-' higher, at a T-shaped geometry. However, it should be noted that a Cl atom can probably approach considerably closer to Cl, at 8=90" than at 0=0, so that using a pure quadrupole-quadrupole potential at fixed R may well be unrealistic in this case. Nevertheless, within this approximation, the value of V224 for Cl-Cl, is about 900 cm-', corresponding to V224/t= -1.5 and V224/b=3700. Cl-Cl2 thus lies well off the right-hand edge of the correlation diagram in Fig. 8 .
The bending potential curves and energy levels calculated for Cl-Cl2 are shown in Fig. 9 . The energy level calculations used separate basis sets of even-j and odd-j functions with j,, =33. Up to about -370 cm-', the energy levels from the even-j and odd-j calculations are almost identical, and correspond to bending levels localized in the two equivalent linear geometries, with small tunneling splittings. These levels lie below the minimum in the o=f curve, and may be understood as bending levels of a linear molecule with w=$. Figure 9 shows the parentage of the levels in terms of a bending vibrational angular momentum ub and vibrational angular momentum k. The ground state has k = 0, and hence P = o = 5; the first excited state has k = 2 1, so is split into two components with P = o + k = 3 and 2 the second excited state has k = 0 or 22, so there are three components corresponding to P= f, i, and i, and so on.
Above -370 cm-', the energy level pattern becomes much more complicated. In this region, the o=f curve is accessible around 8=90", and the levels correspond to complicated mixtures of w=i and $ states.
4. F-N, N, has a much larger rotational constant than Cl, (b = 2 .OO cm-'). In addition, it has a negative quadrupole moment, so that the o=f curve lies below the o=s curve at 0=0. The value of V224 for F-N, is about 220 cm-', corresponding to V224/@ 0.8 and V224/b a -110. The potential curves and bending levels are shown in Fig. 10 . Although the j= $, ~=f and l/2 curves have switched position, it is worth noting that the equilibrium geometry (at fixed R) is still linear.
The energy levels were calculated using bask sets of even-j and odd-j functions with j,,=33.
The larger rotational constant of N2 produces a larger bending frequency in the complex, and there is now only one bending level that lies below the barrier to internal rotation. This level has vb=O and k=O and hence P= $. For sufficiently large anisotropy, as seen in Fig. 8 , the next levels would be pairs of P= 3 and f states arising from the ub= 1, k= 1 bending level. However, this limit has not been reached for F-N,; the two P= f states are split by a tunneling splitting of about 3 cm-', and there is a nearby P = 3 state that correlates asymptotically with the next excited bending level. It is thus difficult to arrive at a simple interpretation of the energy level pattern for the higher states. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed the theory needed to carry out calculations on the bound states of atom-molecule van der Waals complexes containing open-shell atoms, especially atoms in P states. We have described two different ways of 
2P
There are three adiabatic potential surfaces that correlate with an atomic P state at long range. In van der Waals complexes, it is likely that all three of these surfaces will contribute to the bending states, and effects due to breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation are important. The calculations are most simply handled in a diabatic representation, and it is important that the tabulated results of ab i&o calculations should contain enough information to construct the diabatic representation. In addition to the BomOppenheimer surfaces, the "mixing angle" that describes the relative amount of pz and px character in the electronic wave functions of A ' symmetry is needed.
We have described several different possible expansions for the total wave function of the complex, and have set out the angular matrix elements needed to construct the Hamiltonian matrix in each case. The different representations correspond to different angular momentum coupling cases, analogous to Hund's coupling cases for diatomic molecules.
We have investigated the patterns of bending levels that may be expected under different circumstances. Several different regimes have been identified. An important initial question, for atoms in 2P states, is whether the atomic spinorbit coupling constant is large compared to the potential anisotropy. If it is, then the atomic total angular momentum quantum number j, is nearly conserved in the complex. The electrostatic potential due to the atomic quadrupole is very important for atoms in ja= 4 states, but averages almost to zero for atoms in ja= f states. For complexes containing atoms in 2P3j2 states, the minimum in the electrostatic potential is usually at a linear geometry. However, the lowest curve may be for either w= f or o= %, depending on the relative signs of the atomic and molecular quadrupole moments. In either case, the ordering of the potential curves changes for 8=90"; the barriers to internal rotation for the individual o states can be up to a few hundred cm-', but the adiabatic barrier is typically only a few tens of cm-'. Bending states that lie below the barrier show fairly simple energy level patterns, but above the barrier the states are complicated mixtures.
In a subsequent papen we will describe the results of f full close-coupling and helicity decoupling calculations on Cl-HCl, including both the van der Waals stretching motion and end-over-end rotation of the complex. The authors are grateful to Dr. Richard Wheatley for useful discussions concerning atomic quadrupole moments. This work is supported by the Science and Engineering Research Council.
expanding the interaction potential that are appropriate when the interaction is weak enough for the atomic orbital angular momentum to be conserved. We have shown that a very important contribution to the potential arises from the electrostatic interaction between the multipole moments of the molecular monomer and the quadmpole moment of an atom in a P state.
